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From Our President:

2020 is NOT a Year
Without CISV
At the end of March, the
CISV New York Board
and Junior Board made a
commitment that
despite the
circumstance, this
would not be a year
without CISV.
I am overwhelmed with pride to report that thus far, we have succeeded
in our goal. Both adult and junior boards have been busy thinking up ways
to come together this year.
We’ve hosted international (with Quito, Ecuador) and local national
nights, had a Covid-19 fundraiser for health workers, hosted several
JB activities to discuss important issues including income inequality and
social justice in the wake of the George Floyd protests. Our board hosted a
chapter development session to brainstorm new ideas and initiatives.
Mosaic alumni from the past three years were involved in a debrief
series, discussing climate change, racism, and the pandemic, and most
importantly, what we can do about it.
At the start of the pandemic, I feared that staying home meant that new
memories and experiences would cease. As I reflect on the last several
months, I’m so excited to see the ways that we’ve continued to
connect and come together, and even make new connections.

As the new season begins, we ask: what more can we do to serve our
chapter? Stay tuned to learn about upcoming events, and please connect
with us to volunteer, we need you more than ever !
There is still a lot of uncertainty about what the coming year will bring in
regards to in-person meetings and international travel. However, I have no
doubt that we will continue to come together in community, no matter
what. Thank you for all that you do!
Jenevieve Goldman
Photo above: Mosaic debrief staff posting with their hand sanitizer after a group discussion on the coronavirus. Pictured
clockwise from upper left: Manuela, Jenevieve, Obed, and Tina.

"Our Son Will One Day Go to Village"
by Cecilia Schiera (Parent)

Our son will one day go to Village.
You may think I’m crazy, but a few
days after having our first child in
2009, that’s what I told my
husband. CISV had been a part of
my life and my family’s life since
1993, when I went to Malmö,
Sweden in an Interchange
program. I had been too old to
attend Village when we became a
CISV family.
2020 rolled around and my child
was so excited to attend Village
in Mexico City. After meeting his
delegation for the first time, he
couldn’t stop talking about it.
Little did we know that Covid-19
would pull the rug out from under
everyone’s feet, all over the world.
Even worse, it would actually alter
millions of lives forever, drive an
uncountable number of businesses
to bankruptcy, and make us
all rethink the way we live .
Attending a Village is fun—you
are there to bond and make friends
and enjoy. It is enriching—you get a
glimpse of the world and start to

commonality with different people
across different backgrounds. It is
eye-opening—you experience
first-hand that you can thrive in
life beyond the safety of home. It
is life changing!
Just like me, but for different
reasons, my oldest child didn’t
get to attend Village. But I
learned what CISV is all about
despite that. If you have a child who
couldn’t attend a program this year,
fret not. Covid-19 shall pass. Other
opportunities will present
themselves. At the time of this
writing, there are an estimated 23
million Covid-19 cases worldwide,
with approximately 1 milion deaths,
according to the New York Times.
We are blessed that we are
healthy and are not a statistic.
Regarding CISV programs—we hope
to join next year! (Mom to an
aspiring 11-yo Village participant,
and 8-yo and 6-yo future CISVers)
Photo upper left: JCs at the Kalmar, Sweden
Village in 1998 (Cecilia on the bottom left dressed
up as a native Brazilian); Photo upper right: Cecilia

understand that you can find a lot of

with her eldest son.

JB Virtual National Night
& Fundraiser for Covid-19
Frontline Workers
by Angelica Benares (JB Co-advisor)

Like many CISVers, my first major
CISV experience was Village. I
had never traveled out of the
country without my parents before
and had never been to Brazil. I
remember being so excited.
This year, unfortunately, with Covid19, CISV Villages around the
world were cancelled. I was so
disheartened to find out that 11year-olds would not get to experience Village and fall in love with CISV the
way that I did. So I wanted to find a way to bring a little bit of a Village
experience back to our chapter, thus a virtual National Night was born.
We had members of the JB present on countries they’ve traveled to for
CISV programs, countries their families are from or countries that they’re
simply interested in. It was a fun way to get together and create a remote
village National Night experience. It was also a nice way for our chapter to
get together. There were a handful of CISV NY “alumni” that reunited at
the National Night.
Additionally, we launched a CISV T-shirt fundraiser. One of the most fun
aspects of CISV programs is trading CISV shirts and this was our online
version of getting some 2020 CISV memorabilia. We sold CISV shirts
with pandemic related designs to help benefit CISV NY as well as NY Health
and Hospitals, giving back to our frontline workers that significantly
helped to support us during these unprecedented times.
While we are all eager to travel again, it is important to take care of
ourselves and prioritize health and safety. It was heartening to see
how quickly our JB pivoted to virtual events to continue serving our
chapter. We have such a resilient community of people that continue to
come together during a time like this.

Mosaic Online: Riding the Waves of 2020
by Obed Done (Co-director Mosaic Camp)
[Editor's note: Diving Deep to Stay Afloat was a debrief series to provide Mosaic
Alums from 2017, 2018 and 2019 an opportunity to talk about our current issues.
This four-part zoom series took place over four Mondays].

--------

Like most of 2020 so far, I entered this online adventure unclear of what
was to come of it. The idea of an online CISV Mosaic program felt so
uncharted and even sort of unlike CISV.
All those feelings of uncertainty disappeared as soon as we had our first
planning session and our first night of program! This experience reminded
me that as long as you have enthusiastic CISV participants, camp
will be there.
Each meeting felt like we were in the same room, from picking topics for
the kids to discuss to having the weekly debrief sessions. It felt unifying
and wholesome to have a chance to speak to and listen to everyone’s
thoughts on the craziness of this year so far. We were able to discuss
climate change, the pandemic, the Black Lives Matter movement,
and how we have played a role in all these. We brainstormed on how
to support righteous causes that we believed in and how it is also important
to make sure to take care of yourself while helping change the world.
Our participants shared thoughts and opinions that made us feel
supported while also sharing facts and information that educated and
provided us with resources. We were able to share how even though
things are changing, that did not mean it had to be negative.
Together, we felt that united we could make these changes into positive
ones and pave a better path moving forward. This act is what made this feel
like riding the waves of 2020 .

Meet Our New Junior Board Officers,
JB Advisors and Extended Board

National Town Hall Exploration of Race & Pittsburgh
Seminar
by Paradise Phoenix (Junior Branch Secretary)

My name is Paradise Phoenix, and I’m a 17-year-old CISV New York JBer. I
am also a part of the National Junior Board and went on my first CISV
program last summer in Austin, TX.

Race and inclusivity are extremely important to me and I’ve always been
aware of the lack of it in CISV USA, so I was really happy to see that in
June, the National board of directors was planning a National Town Hall
where CISVers in the U.S. could come together and discuss racial
discrimination in our organization. I attended the Town Hall just
planning to listen, but after hearing adult members talk about how
committed they were to making CISV USA more inclusive, I felt comfortable
enough sharing my experiences with race and CISV.
I spoke about a time at my Seminar Camp last summer where I felt my
experience as a black girl was invalidated by one of my camp members, and
then I was met with tons of support from other attendees. Other
members shared about experiences where their delegates’ religions were
disrespected at an international camp, and the view that many chapters
could be more inclusive to BIPOC in their areas.
Even though almost all of our conversations at CISV are centered around
human rights, we often fail to hear all voices . At the end of the Town
Hall discussion, there was widespread accountability, acceptance, and
understanding. I was left with a lot of hope, and am excited to help
work on making CISV explicitly anti-racist.

Our Volunteers Wear
Many Hats
by Julie Harrison (Board Member)

Tunç Altinbaş has worn many hats in
our chapter since he joined in 2015.
On a national level he serves as a
Chapter Rep (formerly called
Trustee) and attends the annual
CISV In Motion conference, where
he selects the programs that our
delegates will attend the following
summer. In addition, he serves as
membership chair and database
czar, and why not? He is a software
developer for the NYC Department
of Education, the largest public
school system in the country with 1.1 million kids.
Tunç is also our chapter’s webmaster, travel chair, annual dues and
fundraising letter-writer, and myCISV coordinator! If that weren’t
enough, he took on the job of coordinating our April Mosaic Faces of New
York Information and Interview Session (though it unfortunately did not
take place this year)!
How and why does he do this? Tunç says, “This is something I do for
myself, not only for my kids — it has made NYC a much smaller place
for me because I’ve got this community of like-minded people now, I have
that feeling of belonging. That’s why I’m so energized to be part of the
community.”
Tunç grew up Bursa, Turkey, and was introduced to CISV by a friend when
he was 16. His first experience was Junior Counselor in Bursa; the
following year he was JC for Village in Hamburg, Germany (summer
1990, for alums out there), and when he turned 21, he led a Turkish
delegation to Oslo, Norway. “CISV is very competitive in Turkey, there
are many kids wanting to participate, so after I went to Oslo, it never

occurred to me to be a leader again.”
He emigrated to Atlanta, Georgia, for a job transfer when he was 28 and
moved to New York in 2010 with his wife and two children. When his older
daughter turned 10, “I found the NY Chapter. I sent an email to Andrew,
the chapter president, and I volunteered for a small job.”
Tunç volunteers an average of 10 hours per week for CISV . Both
daughters are involved with programs and participate in the Junior Branch
of our chapter. We send a warm THANK YOU to Tunç!
Photo above: Tunç on right, with another parent during Interchange family night.

Volunteers Needed
We welcome
nominations (including
self-nominations) to
the Board of
Directors and have the
following positions open.
We meet every first Tuesday of each month. Board positions are marked
with a star*. There is still uncertainty around what next summer will look
like. However, we are looking to train for positions so that we can move
forward as planned.
•Events & Communications Team (team of 2-3)
•Interchange Coordinator
•Local Village 2021 Planning Committee
•Secretary *
•Vice-President *
For more information, please fill our the survey below , even if you can't
find something above that you're interested in! We need you in many ways!
VOLUNTEER SURVEY

New York Chapter Hosts
Local Town Hall
by Helen Chirigos (Junior Board member)

On September 9, prompted by the
continuous national racial reckoning, CISV
New York hosted a long overdue
conversation about systemic racism and
inequities in our chapter.
The conversation, which was mostly free
flow and felt like a group brainstorm,
lasted a couple of hours. Participants broke
into groups by their preferred age bracket
and then rejoined to reiterate issues and suggestions that had been
discussed.
The Town Hall left me and many others feeling a sense of anticipation.
Since CISV New York is truly run by us, the participants, I realized the
great sense of power that each of us holds in the continuous
process of transforming the chapter. As a liberal and free thinking

organization, it is tempting to convince ourselves that CISV transcends the
racial inequities that plague our society. Of course, this isn’t that case.
Formal acknowledgement is the first step towards change , I can’t
wait to see the many others we will be taking.

Junior Branch hosts The No Book
Book Club on Zoom
For four Wednesdays in July and August the
Junior Branch hosted a zoom group to talk about
cancel culture, social justice and media . These
discussions were created to offer a safe and
supportive space for our JB members age 20 and
under! A fun time was had by all!

Welcome Back Picnic by Tunç Altinbaş (Board Member)
This is the time of the year in which we welcome back the international
and local program participants; listen to their amazing experiences and
reflect on what they all learned from participating in a CISV program.
Unfortunately, all programs were cancelled this year, but we repurposed the event to get together anyway, to be with our fellow
CISVers who we haven't seen for many months and have missed dearly!
We slowly eased-in to face to face social distancing in Central Park .
We usually task each delegation to bring some food to share with all,
however this year we asked participants to pack something
for themselves, no touching. Given the circumstances, it was a terrific
turn-out; we enjoyed sharing conversation and company with our CISV
community in Central Park, Great Hill Location on October 3rd, 2020. It
goes without saying, we enforced social distancing and wore masks
during the event as responsible individuals.

Photo above: JB youth at the picnic doing an energizer called "3 short-necked buzzards."

The Passing of Our CISV
New York Founder
We mourn the passing of our CISV New York
founder, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, and hope we
can carry on with her vision of equity and justice
worldwide. We featured her daughter, Jane C.
Ginsburg, in our Winter 2020 Newsletter. Jane
attended Village in Graz, Austria in 1966.
Please consider a donation to our chapter in
her honor.
Photo: Ruth Bader Ginsburg with her daughter, Jane C. Ginsburg.
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